QBISM

™

PRODUCTS

QB-SPACE
Designed to integrate seamlessly with its surroundings, qb-space products are fully demountable and
reconfigurable modular systems, engineered to create unique environments for the office or workspace.

RANGES
Embracing the essence of sustainability qb-space virtually eradicates the waste associated semi-permanent space management
methods. qb-space provides an excellent alternative when creating privacy and collaboration spaces. Utilising a combination of
simple architecture, with Glazed, Acrylic, MFC, Laminate or Fabric panels, a vast array of space permutations are possible. No
pre-set modules or sizes - Working together we can design the perfect qb-space environment, fully compliant with all workplace
regulations and tailored to suit your application.

OFFICE

MEET

ORBIT

Creating innovative products and concepts with great designers is QBISM’s challenge. They were developed in the United Kingdom
and installed worldwide by architects, companies and private users to build inspirational spaces for living, working and public
areas for simply meeting in private. As of 2016, the QB brand not only stands for meeting pods within offices but also as furniture,
lighting and accessories for the banking & teleconference sectors, as well as intelligent shopfitting systems and custom-tailored
retail concepts.
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QB-OFFICE

OB-OFFICE
You are looking at a product that some interior architects are now referencing as the most advanced, modular
office system ever. The highest quality design and materials brought together to make an architectural
masterpiece.

Become a QBIST. Define the shape from your ideas.
QBIST’s think inside the box. Choose your glazing - single or double.
QBIST’s think outside the box. Add your chosen finishes.
QBIST’s think about ALL the box. Realisation of all your ideas.

Flexible Offices

Meeting Spaces

Touchdown Areas

Breakout Spaces

Naturally, it’s everything you’d expect : Demountable; Environmentally responsible; Reconfigurable, expandable and endlessly versatile.
But, in today’s market, those are simply the minumum requirements. What sets qb-space apart from all other systems is its quality.
From the sheer strength and architectural integrity of its construction, to its shameless attention to design detail; this is a system that exudes style, finesse and
technology..

GLAZING. single, double, manifestations.
PANELS. mfc, glass, acrylic, laminate, fabric.
DOORS. sliding door, double door, pivot door.
ALUMINIUM FRAMEWORK. silver, black or white.
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QB-MEET

QB-MEET
Designed to integrate seamlessly with its surroundings, qb-meet is a freestanding, fully demountable and
reconfigurable modular seating system, engineered to create unique environments for the office or workspace.

The art of QBISM. Start with a blank canvas.
Get creative. Become a QBIST. Explore fabrics and finishes.
Get adventurous. Be a QBIST™ Let your creativity lead you.

Breakout Spaces

Waiting Areas

Training Suites

Cafe Areas

Naturally, it’s everything you’d expect : Demountable; Environmentally responsible; Reconfigurable, expandable and endlessly versatile.
But, in today’s market, those are simply the minimum requirements. What sets qb-space apart from all other systems is its quality.
From the sheer strength and architectural integrity of its construction, to its shameless attention to design detail; this is a system that exudes style, finesse and
technology.

SEATING. Single sided, double sided, straight & curved.
PANELS. Glass, mfc, acrylic, laminate, fabric.
ACCESSORIES. Power & data, toolrails, tables, armrests.
ALUMINIUM FRAMEWORK. Silver, black or white.
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QB-ORBIT

QB-ORBIT
This unique mobile, modular screen system, qb-orbit, promotes movement and style within any environment.
Adaptable and scalable, qb-orbit is manufactured in a range of sizes and shapes.

QBISM is fully mobile. Mobile dry wipeboard.
QBISM has movement built in. TV mounted screen.
QBISM has options. 800mm frosted glass.
QBISM has fabric. 1000mm fabric panel.
QBISM is modular. Coloured acrylic.
QBISM has curves. Manifestation on acrylic.
QBISTS always come back. Printed laminate.

Breakout Spaces

Activity Based Working

Agile Workspace

Collaboration Zones

Naturally, it’s everything you’d expect : Demountable; Environmentally responsible; Reconfigurable, expandable and endlessly versatile.
But, in today’s market, those are simply the minimum requirements. What sets qb-space apart from all other systems is its quality.
From the sheer strength and architectural integrity of its construction, to its shameless attention to design detail; this is a system that exudes style, finesse and
technology.

HEIGHTS. 1200mm, 1600mm & 1800mm.
WIDTHS. 800mm, 1000mm, 1200mm & 1600mm.
FINISHES. Fabric, laminate, perspex, whiteboard.
ALUMINIUM FRAMEWORK. Silver, black or white.
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